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One Two, One Two Three
I, I, I, I, I, [I] I, [I] I, [I] I, [I] I, I
I, [I] I, I, I, I
Hit it
Lead me away from the pouring rain down
Going down down down down
Lead me away
Oh, I, I, I, I, I
You put the song my back's of my mind
And You put the call out inside of me
Kick up inside of me
And You steal the wall that leads to survive
And shake off the ghost and then You turn around
In spite of me
Kick up inside of me
One for the first time
Two for the last time
Three for the thrill
and four for the last time
Five as I can see
You're gonna move deep, deep in, deep inside of me
Ahh, kick away, kick away
You put the fear in me
Ahh, kick away, kick away
'Cause as far as I can see
You move deep deep deep inside of me
Take me away
You're going up
Take me away up to another day
Whoa, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I
Open up the way
Lead me away
In the pouring rain

In the pouring rain
You put the song my back's of my mind
And You put the call out inside of me
Kick up inside of me
And we steal the wall that leads to survive
And shake off the ghosts and turn around
In spite of me
Shake off the ghost inside of me
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One for the first time
Two for the last time
Three for the thrill
and four for the last time
Five as I can try
You move see deep in, deep inside of me
Take me away
Ohh, unto another day
Ahh, take me away
Kick away
As far as I can see
You put the fear inside of me
You kick away, You kick away
Ohh, unto another day
Well, You take me away
'Cause as far as I can see
You move deep deep deep deep inside of me
When will You take me away?
Ohh, unto another day
As far as I can ...
Shake off the ...
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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